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Chapter 1 : List of Capitals By Countries | List of countries and their capitals
List of currencies of the world. All currencies of the world with their ISO codes, listed by countries and dependent
territories. Country or territory.

Well, there are approximately currencies spread all over the world currently. In fact, the value and use of
money depend on which country you are living in or planning to travel to, which is why countries and their
currencies are crucial. You have probably heard of the US dollar and European Euros. They are two of the
most significant and influential currencies in the world. Different countries have different currencies for their
economic operations. This explains why people have to change their currency whenever they travel. You can
only buy goods in a country if you have the proper currency. This article looks at the different countries in the
world. Countries and their currencies About currencies are circulating around the world. The truth is, as much
as there are about independent countries and dozens of dependent territories, some countries do not have their
own currencies, and therefore, they use foreign currencies. This article looks at some of these breakdowns.
The United States dollar is used in the United States of America and 10 other independent countries while the
European Euro is used in overseas territories and in 35 independent countries. Lastly, the East Caribbean
dollar is used in 6 Caribbean countries. It is worth noting that the European Euro is the oldest currency.
However, the US dollar beats it as the most traded currency. That said, let us get to the core business. The list
of countries and their currencies. African countries and their currencies There are 54 countries in Africa
recognized by the United Nations. Within these countries, different currencies are circulating in their markets.
Africa is subdivided into sub-regions, that is: Here is the list of countries and their currencies within those
regions. The continent has about 59 countries. The countries have different currencies circulating within their
borders. The continent has countries with each one having a specific currency. That said, Euro is common
among many European countries. Let us look at these countries and their currencies. Let us look at countries
in these different continents and their respective currencies. South American countries and their currencies
Here is a list of 14 South American countries and their currencies. It should not be confused to insinuate that
USD dominates, there are other currencies applicable to the continent also. Let us look at the list of North
American countries and their currencies. Under this category, we take a look at all the Muslim countries across
the globe and the currencies used in each of them. Here is a list of Muslim countries and their currencies. With
almost every country having its unique currency. These currencies circulate within the borders of the given
countries. However, the currencies can be converted from one currency to another to facilitate trade around the
world. Conversion of currencies is usually done in a Forex bureaux and in some banks, depending on the
country. The lists above give the currencies of different countries together with their symbols. They are
categorized depending on the continent in which the countries are found. With the lists of countries and their
currencies mentioned above, it is easy for anyone to find their way around the currencies of the world.
Subscribe to watch new videos.
Chapter 2 : ISO Currency Codes
All currencies in the world - List of countries and their currency. Please find below the list of all currencies used in the
world (list of countries and currencies, with the ISO code).

Chapter 3 : List of Countries, Currencies Their symbols | Currency Symbols
World interactive maps with flags of the countries and their associated currencies List of countries and associate
currencies (click on a country to display it on above map): country.
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Chapter 5 : List of currencies in Europe - Wikipedia
The list of countries and their currencies. African countries and their currencies. There are 54 countries in Africa
recognized by the United Nations. Within these.
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List of Circulating Currencies their Currency Symbols: Here we listed totally official national currencies circulating around
the world. And these are recognized in United Nations (UN) member states, UN observer states, partially recognized or
unrecognized states, and their dependencies.

Chapter 7 : List of countries and their currencies - GhanaSummary News
List of Countries, Their Currencies And Symbols Last updated on August 28th, Below is a list of countries in the world
along with their currencies, currency codes and symbols.

Chapter 8 : PracticeMock - The leading platform for Banking and Insurance exams
The following country currency list shows the different countries, territories or entities in the world, the currency used by
each one and its three letter currency code. This currency list is arranged in alphabetical order by country.

Chapter 9 : International Currencies and Currency Codes - Nations Online Project
Currencies used by non-state entities, like the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, scrips used by private entities, and
other private, virtual, and alternative currencies are not under the purview of this list.
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